
Strapping and Taping System 

1) Composite Polyester Strap


Composite strapping is Co-Extruded polyester Strapping. Polyester Composite Strapping is 
manufactured from high tenacity polyester yarns embedded in a polymer coating. Polyester 
Composite Strapping products are available in a wide variety of widths and strengths. The straps 
are used with wire buckles.


2) Polyester Strap (PET)


Pet Strap  is designed to sync with leading packaging machines of different brands and styles. 
These Plastic Strap Pet Strap Application Products are completely novel addition to the 
packaging sector that has become the best alternative of steel strapping industry. They are 
developed from high quality plastic and other raw materials to make them the most effective 
substitutes of the high cost steel strap. They are designed to meet the needs of all industrial 
segments from paper, ceramics, glass, lumber, brass rods to ingots.   

Features of Plastic Strap Pet Strap Application Products:

• Durable, sturdy and strong design for long lasting performance

• Available in attractive colors and styles

• Smooth and embossed surface types with effective treatment

• High tensile strength up to 80% in comparison to steel straps


3) Steel Strap


Bundling and strapping with steel straps have for many years been an extremely effective way of 
confirming goods. The high breaking strength and low stretch, ensures extremely tight bundling or 
strapping. This may be required especially in heavy duty applications. 

We comply with high quality standards regarding breaking strength, stretch, suppleness and 
flatness of the steel strip. The limitations of steel straps lies in its low stretch (with breakage). This 
reduces the ability to absorb an impact load. With bundling or strapping where a loss in volume 
eventually takes place (with wood) steel strap very quickly loses the original tension because of its 
limited stretch. When an extremely large traction is required or with extremely hot products, steel 
strap is the best solution.


4) PP Strap


Cost Effective Strapping. Easy to use Polypropylene Hand Strapping is strong, flexible and 
lightweight. Uses include palletizing and bundling several cartons or other products together. The 
cost effective way of strapping.


5) Taping Systems


We offer various taping solutions as per your requirements. Box-sealing tape, parcel 
tape or packing tape is a pressure-sensitive tape used for closing or sealing corrugated boxes. It 
consists of a pressure-sensitive adhesive coated onto a backing material which is usually 
a polypropylene or polyester film which is oriented to have strength in both the long (machine) 
direction and the cross direction.




Stretch Wrapping Systems

Stretch wrap and or stretch film is a stretchable plastic film (Low-Density Polyethylene - LLDPE) 
that is wrapped around cartoons and pallets. stretch film elastic properties keep items tightly bound 
together for packaging, shipping, and storage. Economical polyethylene hi-clarity hi-cling stretch 
wrap film is offered as bundling stretch film, hand stretch film, extended core stretch film, machine 
stretch film rolls, etc. We can provide films as per your specifications.



Stenciling Systems

Useful for adding product information, shipping information or other valuable information that 
requires a long-lasting and legible mark onto a product or package.
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